Abstract. This paper deals with novel automatic categorization of signs used in sign language dictionaries. The categorization provides additional information about lexical signs interpreted in the form of video files. We design a new method for automatic parameterization of these video files and categorization of the signs from extracted information. The method incorporates advanced image processing for detection and tracking of hands and head of signing character in the input image sequences. For tracking of hands we developed an algorithm based on object detection and discriminative probability models. For the tracking of head we use active appearance model. This method is a very powerful for detection and tracking of human face. We specify feasible conditions of the model enabling to use the extracted parameters for basic categorization of the non-manual component. We introduce an experiment with the automatic categorization determining symmetry, location and contact of hands, shape of mouth, close eyes and others. The result of experiment is primary the categorization of more than 200 signs and discussion of problems and next extension.
Introduction
Sign language (SL) is a communication form mainly used by deaf or hearing impaired people. In this language visually transmitted manual (MC) and non-manual (NMC) components are used to convey meaning. The MC consists of hand shape, palm orientation and the arm movement. The NMC component consists of face expression, body pose and lip movement. Because the majority language (usually the language used by the hearing) is the secondary language of the Deaf a bi-directional translation is highly important for better Deaf orientation in our day-to-day shared social environment. Currently, human interpreters provide this translation but their service can be expensive and not always available. Therefor systems of SL recognition and synthesis are being developed [1, 2, 3] . The results from these fields of research can be used in various ways.
Our goal is to use the recognized features for an automatic categorization of signs for the use in a SL dictionary. The proposed categorization algorithm considers sign categories corresponding to the entries in the symbolic notation HamNoSys (HNS) and SignWriting (SW)
1 . Symbolic notations are used to describe the sign. Usually these notations are created manually which is very time consuming. This process is influenced by the skills and experience of the human annotators. On the other hand automatic categorization of video files is deterministic provided the same input parameters. Also it fastens the work of human annotators who will only need to correct the mistakes of the automatic annotation. This annotation allows to search among the signs and enables the translation from SL to spoken language.
Related Work
MC recognition is closely related to tracking. There are many methods that vary depending on the scenario. Sometimes markers or color cues are used to help the process. A good survey can be found in [4] . We also refer to [5] . Our approach is based on color segmentation and object detection and description. Similar approach can be found in [6] . In our work we experiment with linear dimension reduction methods to obtain better tracking results.
For NMC signal, there are generative parametric models commonly used to track and synthesize faces in images and video sequences. We can distinguish two types of automatic face tracking algorithms. The first type is feature-based, matching the local interest points between subsequent frames, such as a 3D pose tracker [7] and 3D deformable face tracking [8] . The second type is appearance-based, using generative linear models of face appearance. There are Active Appearance Models (AAM) [9] and 3D Morphable Models [10] .
AAM is a combined model of shape and texture. It ensures precise alignment, is very powerful and efficient to describe the movements in the face. The original proposal is used for identification of different faces as well as tracking [9] . Further improvements of AAM for local inter-frame appearance constraint optimization are integrated [11] . There are 3D AAM including 3D models to cover non-linear changes in the observed data. In most cases, the condition is pre-aligned data points arranged in the training images.
Data
Data for our experiment are selected signs from the on-line dictionary [12] . The dataset consists of pairs of synchronized video files capturing one speaker from two different views in the same lighting conditions. The recordings of the first and second view are RGB color images in HD resolution, 25 frames per second with high-quality compression. The first view captures the entire body of the speaker and the second one is a detail of the face, see Fig. 1 . Audio track is not included. Totally 213 signs (video files) are considered.
